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=============== OSFClone is a software product for the forensic analysis of clone images. Its main function is to create exact disk clones of the original drive images. These clones can be recovered from drives even if they are formatted or partitioned. Also, OSFClone supports the most popular format types for clone images such as NTFS, FAT and most USB drives. OSFClone
features: ================ - Create an exact copy of the original drive (either free space or partitioned) - Read the image file in disk images - Detect the image file type - Extract volume labels and volume serial numbers - Compare the volume metadata between the original drive and the image file - Detect the raw disk images (NTFS, FAT, etc) - Determine the volume size - Detect
free space in the drive images - Detect the files that are not included in the disk images (including files that were deleted in the original drive but not deleted in the clone image) - Detect the files that are included in the disk images but not in the original drive (includes undelete file records, slack space, file fragmentation, etc.) - Hashing - MD5, SHA1 and SHA256 algorithms - Compress
and encrypt the image file with a preset password - Detect the file attributes and file extensions for disk images - Detect the file attributes and file extensions for free space images - Check the file size of the image file - Mount the images as a drive - Detect the date and time of the image file - Optimize the image file - Detect file copying - Detect file overwrites - Detect file system data

recovery - Detect the file and partition table - Detect disk erase - Detect the file and partition table of the original drive - Detect the file system data recovery of the original drive - Detect the file system data recovery of the disk images - Detect the volume recovery of the disk images - Detect the volume recovery of the original drive - Detect the RAID recovery of the disk images - Detect
the RAID recovery of the original drive - Detect the recovery and repair of the file system - Recover the original drive image - Find the original image - Recover the image file - Compare the MD5, SHA1 and SHA256 of the image file - Debug - Options - Help - Tools - Source code - Licenses - Contact us

OSFClone Crack + Product Key Full

------ OSFClone Crack is a piece of software designed for advanced users who want to create an exact clone of the raw disk images independently from the primary operating system installed. The newly created images are available in a DC3DD format, which can be used to perform a detailed forensic on the probable causes of HDD crashes. To be more precise, since the format can
provide minute reporting for progress and errors as well as the capacity to hash files while analyzing them at the same time, you can learn a lot of valuable information on your disks. In addition, the report can be employed to determine whether the disk clone is an exact match of the source drive based on the metadata. The procedure entails comparing the MD5 or SH1 hash between the
two sources. Once completed, you can use the tool to save the forensic metadata for the cloned or other created images where you can include evidence number, checksum,  case number, examiner name, so on and so forth. It is worth mentioning that the application works with the common volume formats on Windows, namely NTFS, FAT as well as other USB-connected drives. Lastly,

when creating clone images, OSFClone Crack Keygen keeps the slack space, file fragmentation, undeleted file records as well as other unused records from the original hard disks from the original HDD. KEYMACRO Description: ------ What is Disk Cloning? A clone or duplicate of a disk is an exact copy of the data and structure of the original. OrigamiDiskClone is a free software which
provides hard disk images cloning. Disk images cloning is a process of making... A clone or duplicate of a disk is an exact copy of the data and structure of the original. OrigamiDiskClone is a free software which provides hard disk images cloning. Disk images cloning is a process of making the backup of a disk in such a way that the image file has a copy of every sector on the source disk.

OrigamiDiskClone is a part of the OrigamiSoftware collection. OrigamiSoftware is the world's leading software company, creating applications for service desk, quality management, IT governance and IT service management. Our service desk software is designed for Help Desk and issue tracking software, while our quality, 77a5ca646e
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[OSFClone] OSFClone 4.1.1 | 9.1 MB OSFClone is a piece of software designed for advanced users who want to create an exact clone of the raw disk images independently from the primary operating system installed. The newly created images are available in a DC3DD format, which can be used to perform a detailed forensic on the probable causes of HDD crashes. To be more precise,
since the format can provide minute reporting for progress and errors as well as the capacity to hash files while analyzing them at the same time, you can learn a lot of valuable information on your disks. In addition, the report can be employed to determine whether the disk clone is an exact match of the source drive based on the metadata. The procedure entails comparing the MD5 or SH1
hash between the two sources. Once completed, you can use the tool to save the forensic metadata for the cloned or other created images where you can include evidence number, checksum,  case number, examiner name, so on and so forth. It is worth mentioning that the application works with the common volume formats on Windows, namely NTFS, FAT as well as other USB-connected
drives. Lastly, when creating clone images, OSFClone keeps the slack space, file fragmentation, undeleted file records as well as other unused records from the original hard disks from the original HDD. [OSFClone] OSFClone 4.1.1 | 9.1 MB OSFClone is a piece of software designed for advanced users who want to create an exact clone of the raw disk images independently from the
primary operating system installed. The newly created images are available in a DC3DD format, which can be used to perform a detailed forensic on the probable causes of HDD crashes. To be more precise, since the format can provide minute reporting for progress and errors as well as the capacity to hash files while analyzing them at the same time, you can learn a lot of valuable
information on your disks. In addition, the report can be employed to determine whether the disk clone is an exact match of the source drive based on the metadata. The procedure entails comparing the MD5 or SH1 hash between the two sources. Once completed, you can use the tool to save the forensic metadata for the cloned or other created images where you can include evidence
number, checksum,  case number

What's New In OSFClone?

The Ultimate Distributed Discovery Method for Disk, Network, and OS Forensic, with tool such as BitChek, Sleuth Kit and others; Overview of functionality:   Consult the actual drive state with BitChek, ID4, HDAT and HDAT2; Use the HDAT to extract the file structure and metadata; Analyze the metadata with Sleuth Kit and other software;   Create and save an exact copy of the image
as a volume using OFFSET  and  SIZE commands; All images created by OSFClone are saved in a file for the user to be able to easily save them or to use them as examples when sharing information with other users; Hashing is supported:   MD5, SHA1, SHA256, SHA384 and SHA512; Only the md5 and sh1 are supported at this time; Hashes are saved to  the image (not to a file);
Extracting and displaying hashes are supported:   Extracting of hash from the image; Using hash to compare with MD5, SHA1, SHA256, SHA384 and SHA512; Hashing is not supported in the source version. However, the application can hash any file for you in just a few seconds; Supports volume formats NTFS, FAT32 and exFAT. Capability overview:   Data loss: the ability to detect
and deal with the case of hard disk and any other storage media that might fail during the cloning process; Precision: the ability to analyze file types such as PDF, DOC, XLS, etc.; Usability: the ease of use of the software; Capacity: the ability to support the creation of large images; Flexibility: the ability to deal with the creation of images of various sizes (the ability to resize the image);
Speed: the ability to create an image in a short time; Features: the ability to create an exact copy of the source (the application also supports recovery from the application, recovery of boot records and the capability of extracting hash values); Non-requirement of software: the ability to create an image without installing other software. Please note that the official release of this product is
beta. This product works on Windows and can be used to clone or recover the data of any type of source on Windows system. Once you decide to purchase this product, you will receive a manual and license key. Key features: High-performance: The trial version of the program is limited to only 300 MB of data, which means that the capacity of the image
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8 Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD Athlon X2 Dual Core Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: 3GB of VRAM DirectX: Version 9.0 Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5 or AMD Ryzen 3 Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: 5GB of VRAM DirectX: Version 11 Hard Drive Space: 1 GB available space Legal:
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